
BREMEN TOWN MUSICIANS WRITING ACTIVITIES

Read or print the fairy tale The Bremen Town Musicians; includes crafts and DLTK's Fairy Tales Activities Bremen Town
Musicians Spark Writing Prompt.

The kids will love it. After this the three runaways came to a farmyard, where the cockerel was sitting upon
the gate, cock-a-doodle-doing with all his might. Discuss how this has changed over time. Now I am
cock-a-doodle-doing at full pitch while I can. Elen Shvets AM Dear Richard, I want to add, that it is a very
famous and well-known fairy tale in Russia, by the way we have a totally awesome cartoon based on this story
with outstanding songs in it. All those GE activities and games I use basically only for warm up with these
kids. Music Depending on the version of the story you read, the animals may all be singers, or they may plan
to play specific instruments, like the lute and the kettle drum, or they may just have a general plan to be
musicians. Each of these animals is convinced by the donkey to go to Bremen and start a new life as
musicians. Art The image of the stacked up animals might be more famous than the story itself. Duration 9.
Each of the animals in this story has become too old to do the job that was once the core of its identity. Have
you thought of maybe doing a whole CD of revamped classical fairytales? He forms a plan to go to the town
of Bremen and become a musician. I also think, 2nd, 3rd graders are wonderful! Is this a job currently
available in your town? A character map for the donkey makes a good starting point for discussions either of
characterization in literature or of character issues. But just about all towns have some jobs. Encourage
students to draw their own version of the iconic image. Probably not, although your city may help support
your symphony orchestra. In the end, they are contented. The donkey laid himself down upon some straw in
the yard, the dog behind the door, the cat upon the hearth near the warm ashes, and the cockerel perched
himself upon a beam of the roof; and being tired from their long walk, they soon went to sleep. You have a
good voice, and if we make music together it must have some quality! I think in the original version of the tale
it is actually a turnip, but carrot seams the more useful word to learn. Well, maybe you can use these great
images and some of the language and adjust somehow to your curriculum. You understand night music so you
can be a town musician. The cat did not understand what he meant to do, however, and flew in his face,
spitting and scratching. It is very unusual for a fairy tale to have such a specific location. The more you
comment, the more chances you have to win! Carolyn PM This is amazing!


